DIGITAL COMMONS RELEASE FORM

I grant permission to the department of Instructional Technology working on behalf of the College of Saint Benedict / Saint John’s University and its agents or employees, to video-record and/or photograph me and record my voice and conversation including quotes, paraphrases, sounds, and any performance or participation in the event or project on the date and location listed below. I also understand and agree that there will be no residual or any other type of payment, royalty or fee due in connection with such tapes, videos, podcasts, photographs and recordings.

I have read the above statement and agree to make a recording of this event/project available to the College of Saint Benedict and Saint John’s University community and to the larger scholarly community in our permanent publics digital archive the DigitalCommons@CSB/SJU or its successor technology. All materials in Digital Commons are searchable via Google Scholar and other search engines, and are freely accessible.

EVENT OR PROJECT: __________________________________________________________

SUBJECT’S NAME [PRINT]: __________________________________________________

EMAIL: _________________________________________________________________

PHONE: _________________________________________________________________

SIGNATURE: ____________________________ DATE: __________________________